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The MBA students have indicated that the Schoolhouse and meeting the residents

of the village was their favorite event.   I only wish we had more time to spend

with you.  Thank you for your kindness and generosity - I'm so delighted that we

got to meet such amazing people.

One thing that we do differently at the Mendoza College of Business is to

introduce the concept of ‘mindfulness’ during our pre-departure sessions.  This is

the process whereby students begin to acquire knowledge about the Chinese

culture before they can even consider ‘doing business in China’. It is essential to

learn something about the history, culture and society as the foundation for the

business meetings in which they will participate while in-country.  Our goal for

them is to become mindful – or reflective – so that they approach ‘doing

business’ in a more personal way.   Doing business is more than just knowing

about the lives of the executives, the marketing practices, the balance sheets, or

the booming economy – it is about understanding something about the very



people who actually make it happen. There is a much bigger story than how

profitable or competitive a company is.  For example, we have several interactive

sessions where students are required to read current news articles as well as the

book, Factory Girls, by Leslie T. Chang; we discuss it and we involve our MBA

students (who are from China).  So when we visit a factory, an NGO, or an

organization such as yours, our MBA students have a deeper understanding of

the people within the society – they begin to know something about the real

people of China and are hopefully able to engage and have a deeper appreciation

of their lives.

We are now pleased to come to the Schoolhouse in the countryside and meet

people in your village - by far, these experiences are their favorites because they

get to see the real side of China.  My colleague told me about the mayor and how

delighted he was that the students presented him with a Notre Dame pen.  I'm so

pleased!  His smile is priceless!  I was especially appreciative of my group’s

meeting with the village doctor – she is very special person and I think she is a

kindred spirit –  she is humble and kind and touched our hearts as she shared her

story.  What a gift you gave our students in being able to meet and interact and

learn about their lives.

Thank you again for your impressive and enlightening presentation that offered

such a deep and meaningful experience for our students  - we are happy to know

you and the wonderful people of Mutianyu!


